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n 1953, eight years before The

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie was

published, Muriel Spark typed

up her curriculum vitae; these two

paragraphs will give you a flavour

of the whole. 

“1947-1949: edited “Poetry

Review” and changed the policy,

rather too abruptly, to include

younger “modern” poets who had

previously been anathemised by

the journal. This caused a fuss…

but otherwise the job was fun while

it lasted.

Took up full-time literary work.

First publisher went bankrupt.

Second publisher also went

bankrupt. Lived on tinned soup,

and did fine on it, until I found a

third publisher, who was solvent, to

take on the books. Have rather

gone off soup since.”

Those were the soup years, the

coffee-and-Dexedrine years. Muriel

Spark never romanticised that

period of her life, nor did she ever

embellish it: the life of a starving

artist was grim and dreary, and she

had far too clear a vision not to

recognise the dullness that went

hand-in-hand with poverty. Some of

her experiences came through in

The Girls of Slender Means, a novel

that succeeded so well in being

amusing about the trials of hostel

life for young girls that its essential

harshness could escape the

careless reader. In later years, when

she built her massive personal

archives from not just letters and

manuscripts, but every conceivable

scrap of paper-bus tickets, concert

programmes, household bills—it

was hard not to wonder whether

that obsession for saving

everything stemmed from that

early experience of having so little. 

Graham Greene sent her

money, on condition that she would

neither thank him nor pray for him.

At a time when she suffered

delusions, and hallucinations, and

increasing self-doubt, a priest gave

her shelter, and through his offices

she returned to faith. In religion she

found freedom, a release from

doubt; she found religion as a ship

finds safe harbour, and she gave

something of that to Sandy in The

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie.

That book, her sixth novel,

towers in the public imagination

over the rest of her oeuvre. I can

understand why it has such a hold

on us. Through the small enclave of

a convent school in Edinburgh,

Muriel Spark took us mercilessly

into the mysteries of childhood and

the betrayals of middle age,

examining wars, doubt, passion,

friendship and obsession along the

way. Many readers forget, or never

knew, that Muriel Spark was

primarily a poet—that is how she

came to writing, and her poems

accompanied her prose throughout

her life. It is hard to read The Prime

of Miss Jean Brodie and not see the

poet’s hand in those lines. 

If I have a caveat about The

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, it is

simply that it overshadows the rest

of Muriel Spark’s work, and what

the work itself had to say about

writing. Her first novel, The

Comforters (1957), featured a

young girl who is herself writing a

first novel, and who is not pleased

when an omniscient narrator puts

her into a first novel, typing out her

life from above, so to speak. Her

last novel, Finishing School (2004),

took a long, hard look at the

contemporary cult of the writer: it

pitted a writing teacher at the

College Sunrise against a teenage

wunderkind whose first novel

seemed set for success. 

“Rowland took off his reading

glasses to stare at his creative-

writing class, whose parents’

money was being thus spent: two

boys and three girls around 16 to 17

years of age, some more, some a

little less. “So,” he said, “you must

just write, when you set your scene,

‘the other side of the lake was

hidden in mist’. Or if you want to

exercise imagination, on a day like

today, you can write, ‘The other side

of the lake was just visible.’ But as

you are setting the scene, don’t

make any emphasis as yet. It’s too

soon, for instance, for you to write,

‘The other side of the lake was

hidden in the f***ing mist.’ That will

come later. You are setting your

scene. You don’t want to make a

point as yet.”

The Finishing School is

regarded as a slight novel, a

relatively minor Spark. But Muriel

Spark’s work has a way of

illuminating the unexpected, with

different novels, short stories and

poems being “rediscovered” by

each generation. Twenty years ago,

it was The Girls of Slender Means;

today, Miss Brodie rules. It might be

too early to dismiss The Finishing

School, though; when they finally

write the farcical history of

literature in the 21st century, Muriel

Spark may well turn out to have the

last word on the subject.
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T
he Election Commission may have

put the government on the back

foot with regard to the proposal

to reserve up to 27 per cent of seats

in schools and colleges for members

of the “other backward classes” (over

and above the 22.5 per cent already

reserved for scheduled castes and tribes),

but it is only a matter of time before

the proposal gets implemented. The

Prime Minister hinted at this in his com-

ments on media coverage of issues,

at an awards function last week. Also,

unlike the Women’s Reservation Bill,

which every party claims to favour

but actually opposes, this Bill will

have the support of all parties be-

cause no one wants to turn away the

OBC vote. Nevertheless, there are some

statistics that the reservationists would

do well to keep in mind. One interest-

ing number, reported in The Pioneer,

is the sharp increase in applications

received by the National Commission

for Minority Educational Institutions,

for setting up minority educational

institutions. Against a total of 380 re-

ceived in all of 2005, the number has

already reached 1,600 in less than

four months this year. One reason for

this surge could well be that minority

educational institutions are exempt from

the application of quotas. Would the pro-

posed reservations lead to an unintended

consequence, namely a sudden expansion

of minority-run institutions?

Those trying to restructure edu-

cation in the country would also do well

to study the statistics put together in

these columns on Saturday by Surjit

Bhalla. Dipping into data from the Na-

tional Sample Survey Organisation’s

Employment & Unemployment Sur-

vey, 1999-2000, Dr Bhalla has pulled

out the break-up of high school grad-

uates and those enrolled in college. This

is important since, if you haven’t passed

high school, you can’t get into college—

reservation or no reservation. Dr Bhal-

la finds that SC/ST and OBC chil-

dren form 16.7 per cent and 25.9 per

cent, respectively, of the population

of high-school graduates. In the case

of SC/STs, this is 68 per cent of their

share in the population, and in the case

of OBCs the figure is just 1.5 per-

centage points below their share in the

population. In other words, there is sys-

temic discrimination that manifests it-

self when it comes to SC/ST chil-

dren, but not in the case of OBC chil-

dren, and certainly not to the extent

that it necessitates seats being reserved

for them.

Indeed, the only group of people

whose share of high school graduates

is well below its share in the population

is the Muslims. According to Dr Bhal-

la’s findings, their population share is

13.4 per cent, but they are just 7.4 per

cent of the population of high school

graduates. Interestingly, in all cases, the

share of various groups in colleges is

roughly proportionate to their share

in high school graduates; in the case

of the Muslims, though, they com-

prise just 5.8 per cent of those en-

rolled in college as compared to a 7.4

per cent share in the children gradu-

ating from high school. As far as SC/STs

and OBCs are concerned, the pri-

mary task then is to raise their level

of school education. If one is to judge by

the figures, college education will

then more or less take care of itself. The

other point that parties interested in

increasing quotas for OBCs would do

well to keep in mind, as Dr Bhalla’s

calculations show, is that if you do in-

crease the probability of OBC stu-

dents getting into college, it immedi-

ately lowers the probability of both Mus-

lim and non-reserved Hindu students

getting in.

Reservation maths

A
fter a spate of suicides by

cotton growers in the state, it

is now the turn of onion pro-

ducers in Maharashtra to take the most

extreme step. Wholesale prices

have crashed in the intensive onion-

growing belt around Nashik, in the

wake of a bumper harvest, and

growers find that even their input costs

cannot be recovered, leave alone

recompense for labour or any surplus

after that. The growers of many

other crops often face a similar sit-

uation. As a result, suicides by farm-

ers seem to have become a regular,

tragic feature of the Indian agricul-

tural scene. That there should be so

much distress in the wake of a bumper

crop underlines the need for futures

trading, opening up more to export

markets, and other elements of an agri-

cultural reform package that helps

farmers shift their risk through

market intermediation.

That apart, the genesis of the

immediate crisis can be traced back

to the 1990s, when a high-growth phase

in the farm sector gave way to stag-

nant crop yields, rising input costs

and diminishing returns. This, cou-

pled with the high level of risk that

farming inherently entails, led to

increased and perpetual indebtedness

among farmers. It is no surprise there-

fore that the National Sample Survey

(NSS) revealed that as many of 40 per

cent of India’s farmers would like

to quit farming. If matters do not

improve, wish will become reality and

peasants will land up in urban slums,

in the hope that cit ies will  give

them a livelihood. What is notewor-

thy here is that the suicides are no

longer confined to any particular seg-

ment of farmers (like those with mar-

ginal holdings) or to a particular

region. Even middle-scale and large

farmers in agriculturally progressive

states are committing suicide. The un-

derlying cause is usually heavy in-

debtedness and the growing, in-

deed progressively unbearable, pres-

sure for repayment. What is equal-

ly significant is that, despite per-

ceptible growth in the flow of insti-

tutional credit, the share of the in-

formal sector (meaning traditional

money lenders and traders) in rural

debt remains as high as 43 per cent

(NSSO, 59th round data released in

2005). Moreover, the interest charged

on such loans is often usurious, rang-

ing from 18 per cent to 36 per cent.

It is no wonder then that, once a farmer

falls into the debt trap, there is of-

ten no escape route available. This

is partly true of institutional credit as

well. For, such debt relief as is giv-

en comes invariably in the form of

a moratorium on repayment; it leaves

the principal amount intact and the

interest burden continues to grow.

This makes it even harder for farm-

ers to repay loans after the relief phase

is over.

What farmers need in these cir-

cumstances is not debt relief so much

as avenues for hedging the risks in-

volved in farming, and compensation

for cash expenses when a crop fails.

Livelihood security can then be taken

care of through other means as well.

Traditionally, tending livestock and

other supplementary occupations used

to see farmers through phases of crop

failure. The livestock-based rural econ-

omy of the arid tracts of Rajasthan,

where crop failures are common, bears

this out. So it is necessary to en-

courage farm families to have sources

of income that are not linked to any

particular cropping activity.

Stop this tragedy

SPEAKING

VOLUMES

Nilanjana S Roy

T
ony Blair is in trouble, accused

of offering peerages for large

loans from millionaires to the

Labour Party. George Bush’s

Republican Party is caught up in the

corruption charges swirling around

a powerful lobbyist for casinos. Bill

Clinton was notorious for selling ac-

cess to the White House for donations

to the Democrats. In India it is an open

secret that contracts in the gift of the

ruling party are used to obtain black

money to finance party expenses. The

secret Russian archives and the Vol-

cker report document the influence

foreign governments have sought to

acquire in the country by sending se-

cret funds to the ruling party. More re-

cently, it is reported that a government

advisor to Tony Blair has been ar-

rested after he told an undercover re-

porter that contributors to the British

PPP (public private partnership)

scheme for funding Blair’s flagship

Specialist schools and Academic Trust

would be recommended for an OBE,

CBE or a knighthood, and for £10 mil-

lion could get a peerage. All these ex-

amples, and they could be multiplied,

show that democracies, even the most

mature, face problems of corruption

in the interaction of business and pol-

itics. What can be done?

First, note that this is a systemic

problem of politics and not merely

of democracies. In fact as in democ-

racies, unlike dictatorships, there is

at least a chance that the rascals

can be thrown out, this political

self-seeking will be more limited. This

systemic problem arises directly from

the very nature of the State, whose

very existence depends upon giving

its agents a monopoly of coercive pow-

er within its territory. This is need-

ed to provide the basic public good

of law and order, without which the

anarchical state described by Hobbes

would prevail. The central question

of politics, which has exercised the

best minds over the ages, is how

the State can be made to fulfil its

basic functions of protecting its citi-

zens without preying upon them for

its own selfish ends. Idealists have al-

ways been attracted by Plato’s answer:

create a class of selfless Guardians

who are only concerned with the com-

mon weal. But, bitter experience should

have disabused us of the feasibility of

creating these noble creatures.

By contrast, the sages of the Scot-

tish Enlightenment—Adam Smith and

David Hume—with their more clear-

headed view of human nature saw the

inherent propensity to predation of

the State, and sought to limit it by

reducing the opportunities provid-

ed by State interventions in the econ-

omy to subserve various purported

desirable social ends. They saw clear-

ly that politics, particularly democ-

racy, was a zero-sum distributive game

where favours would be granted by

the State to some, to be paid for

non-transparently by the rest of the

populace, in exchange for the means

to maintain its agents in power and

in the style they have become ac-

customed.

Given this and the above exam-

ples of “corrupt” means to obtain-

ing party funds for fighting and

winning elections in democracies, an

important reform would be to  remove

all restrictions on the private fund-

ing of parties that all democracies

have misguidedly introduced un-

der populist pressures demanding

“fairness”. In this unequal and im-

perfect world, money will always

be important, but not necessarily de-

cisive, in determining electoral

outcomes. Much better for transparent

contributions from Big Money, by al-

lowing unlimited but publicly de-

clared private contributions to po-

litical parties. There should also

not be any of the legislated spending

limits on election expenses to be found

in many democracies. Instead, ma-

jor parties in the UK are clamour-

ing for the public funding of elections.

This would in effect be another tax

on the general populace to subsidise

the political class. It needs to be fierce-

ly resisted.

The “corruption” involved in the

UK PPP contracts is likely to spread

to India with its embrace of the

concept. To finance its immense in-

frastructure needs? With the world-

wide move to the market, a more

insidious form of creeping dirigisme

is emerging. With the reduction of di-

rect interventions of the Permit Raj,

which gave immense scope for “rent

seeking”, a Regulation Raj and soon

a PPP Raj are emerging, which will

provide fresh avenues for predation

by politicians and those they favour.

I will deal with this prospective PPP

Raj in my next column, but for pres-

ent purposes it should be noted that

the troubles Tony Blair is having with

his PPPs for schools arise from the re-

luctance of the Labour Party to give

up its ideological adherence to a failed

model of State education. In India the

need for PPPs (particularly for elec-

tricity, water, ports and transport) has

arisen because of the reluctance of the

Left in the current government and its

outside partners to privatise these in-

frastructural services.

This reluctance may be ideologi-

cal but it probably also conceals a

predatory political purpose, which

is most clearly seen in the social dem-

ocratic paradise of Sweden and is rap-

idly emerging in Blair and Brown’s

Britain. One way of gaining elec-

toral support and keeping it for a

social democratic agenda is to cre-

ate an economy in which most citi-

zens become wards of the State.

The employees of public enterpris-

es clearly provided such a committed

constituency. With its demise with pri-

vatisation, employees in the burgeoning

publicly provided health and social

services provide a continuing vote

bank for social democrats. If, in ad-

dition, by emasculating private pen-

sion provision, raising taxes which

are then handed back as targeted ben-

efits—as Gordon Brown has done—

a large part of the population becomes

dependent on the State, it becomes

virtually impossible to roll back the

State—and the “corruption” its ex-

tension inevitably entails. Thus, it has

been estimated that in Sweden over

50 per cent of the population re-

ceive State benefits directly or indi-

rectly, and the UK will also soon be

reaching this sorry state.

Fortunately, India is still far from

this social democratic paradise. With

the end of the Permit Raj, a contin-

uing source of political corruption

would be ended with the removal of

restrictions on election spending and

with unlimited but public donations

allowed to political parties. But the

emerging PPP cum Regulation Raj will

provide new pastures for the preda-

tory state. 

W
hen launched, India’s first

superfast train service, the

Deccan Queen, left Mumbai’s

ornate VT station every day at 1710

sharp. It would arrive at its destina-

tion, Pune, precisely 2 hours 45

minutes later. 

That was in 1930, a little over 75

years ago. The same 192 km journey

today takes 3 hours and 15 minutes.

There have been occasions when it’s

been longer. Not surprisingly, many

travellers prefer the road. Thanks to

the new Mumbai-Pune expressway,

you could do the same stretch in 2.5

hours.

It’s no secret that the Indian train

system has slowed down over the

decades. The reasons are well-known

and documented. They range from too

many trains, increased stops, inade-

quate track capability, poor sig-

nalling systems, unmanned crossings,

to an overarching fear that speed

can be a killer. 

And yet there is competition, for the

first time. Low-cost airlines are lur-

ing away passengers who tradition-

ally travelled by air-conditioned sleep-

ers. The difference between the low-

cost airlines and AC fares on many sec-

tors is often only a few hundred rupees.

Throw in a lottery as the new air-

lines are wont to do and many fliers get

by cheaper. The railways offer no such

incentive. 

The railways are responding to this

new competition with more AC trains

and services. In their rush to do so, they

seem to ignore one critical factor. In

a fast-growing, -moving and -learning

economy, while comfort is useful, speed

is critical. Even not so well-to-do

passengers don’t want to spend their

limited holidays or leisure time as pay-

ing guests of the Indian Railways, amid

stinking toilets and erratic service. Even

for the romance of the railroad.

Why speed? Well, among other

things, it’s the same reason that car-

penters, plumbers, maids, vegetable

vendors and auto rickshaw drivers

invest in mobile phones. They want

to connect, as quickly as possible. And

not depend on the venerable Posts &

Telegraphs. This is an age where every-

thing, particularly information, is

delivered instantly. And the movement

of people cannot lag too far behind.

The journey cannot be the destination,

at least at this point of time.

It’s not just trains. Air travellers are

also grumbling. What was three to four

hours point to point from Bombay to

Delhi is now six to seven. Add a few

more hours and you might find people

headed towards Hazrat Nizamuddin

instead of Indira Gandhi Interna-

tional. Frankly, first-class livery can-

not substitute for the indeterminate

circling most inbound aircraft are con-

demned to. Particularly, when the jour-

ney itself is an hour and a half, or

less.

Railway systems the world over

have woken up to new opportuni-

ties, using old assets, like in-city

presence, quick entry and depar-

ture, and so on. The Eurostar from Lon-

don to Paris is a classic example.

You can do London’s Waterloo to Paris

Gare Du Nord in 2 hours 35 minutes at

the fastest and 2 hours 50 minutes at

the slowest. Under three hours.

Imagine if you were to fly instead.

You would barely reach the airport and

clear check-in.

So, can it be done in India? Obvi-

ously not at Eurostar or TGV speeds.

But faster services are not an impos-

sibility. Without dreaming of Bullet

Train like projects (Mumbai-Ahmed-

abad). My favourite example is this

one. The Rajdhani Express was in-

troduced between Howrah and Del-

hi in 1969. The train “broke” the 100

km per hour “record” to run at 120

km per hour, covering the 1,441 km dis-

tance in 17 hours 20 minutes. The Mum-

bai-Delhi Rajdhani followed in 1972,

progressively covering the 1,300 km

distance in 17 hours.

Let’s forget for a moment that

the Rajdhani is running at roughly

the same average speed of 60 kmph

since then. What if you wanted to trav-

el from Mumbai, the commercial

capital, to Bangalore, the IT capital, or

for that matter, Chennai? Well, things

are a little slower. The distance is a good

300 km less and yet the time taken eight

hours more. So, 17 hours from Mum-

bai to Delhi but 24 hours to Bangalore.

Travel to Delhi and you might not

lose a working day but Bangalore or

Chennai and you will.

So, the same railway system which

created a differentiated travel product

for the political capital four decades ago

is unable to replicate it for other com-

mercial and business capitals elsewhere

in the country. Yes, there are the Shatab-

dis, which run at admirable speeds of

140 kmph up to places like Bhopal.

But I am not sure the low-cost airlines

are gunning for that sector right now.

A few years ago, I travelled with

now retired Konkan Railway Corpo-

ration managing director B Rajaram.

If there was a man in a hurry, it had

to be him. While everyone was talking

of hitting 140 kmph, he was testing

speeds of up to 160 and 180 kmph.

He offered to the country, after suc-

cessfully testing with a 4000 hp WDP4

General Motors’ diesel engine, a Mum-

bai-to-Goa run in six hours. Make it

a scorching four hours if you start-

ed from Panvel near Mumbai. And

Mumbai-Trivandrum in 12 hours,

for returning NRIs. The commercial

service should have been launched

in end-2003. It didn’t, for various

reasons, ranging from railway bu-

reaucracy to Konkan Railway’s own,

troubled, safety record.

Rajaram had a management view

on his dream project. He told me

that the way to keep an entire or-

ganisation motivated and perform-

ing was to set higher targets. “The faster

you go, the more alert you are. You not

only have an objective to look up to but

also ensure that you are on your feet

working on it.” And yes, he would have

happy customers as well. Many of whom,

including this one, who might return

to the railroad.

Comfort matters, speed matters more
DOUBLE EDGE
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